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Abstract

Subscriptions, which are common-place for digital content, are increasingly being offered for physical goods
such as pet food. These types of subscriptions differ from subscriptions for digital content in that (1) the
subscriptions are being sold by retailers, not manufacturers, (2) consumers can buy the same products even
without a subscription – often through the same retail channel that they bought the subscription, and (3)
timing of deliveries becomes very important and salient in the management of subscriptions for these
physical goods.

Given this, a natural question is why do people buy subscriptions and how should firms sell them. We work
with a retailer that sells pet products to run an experiment sending emails with messages that may speak to
different motivations of why people would buy subscriptions. The firm itself had been using only price
discounts to sell subscriptions. We find that non-price messages deliver the best results in the long-term –
especially messages that emphasize convenience or that reassure customers that they will be notified
before any future shipments are sent. That is, while price and non-price messages performed similarly well
in initial response, consumers who responded to non-price messages were more likely to stay with the
subscription. We show that this is largely because price-based messages attract more consumers who
merely want a discount and do not intend to continue with the subscription after the discount is no longer
offered.
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